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Category:Lists of electronic engineering software Computer programming
Category:Lists of software it:RAD StudioThe revelation that Russian state-sponsored

hackers breached the U.S. power grid last year to steal energy company trade
secrets from the cyber Pearl Harbor just had an impact on a much bigger scale than
a mere rash of revenge porn. It’s also sent a shock wave through the technology and

energy industries, shaking up the U.S. energy sector. The mainstream media has
been quiet on the story, but, in the U.K., the Financial Times broke the story

Tuesday. After reviewing a leaked copy of a November report on the hack, the paper
was able to report that “officials in the U.S. and Europe learned that hackers

affiliated with the Russian government may have caused blackouts in 14 U.S. states
last year.” The hackers were not targeting a specific company, but were instead
“trying to penetrate the energy systems of an unnamed U.S. region,” the report

said, according to FT. If hackers successfully penetrated the U.S. energy grid, as the
FT reported, “they could wreak havoc, disrupt supply chains and cause blackouts if
they were able to gain access to sensitive information.” The hack would be the first
of its kind for the U.S. energy sector. Earlier this year, the European Union took on a
similar effort to protect its own critical infrastructure from cyber intrusions, spooking

the U.S. While the U.S. and European Union have raced to get their own
cyberdefenses in place, the U.S. has sought to play down the incident. In the U.K.,
Energy Minister Amber Rudd declined on Tuesday to comment on the incident, and

Energy Secretary Rick Perry said there was “no direct connection” between the hack
and a Russian energy company. The U.S.’s failure to acknowledge the hack has been

a disappointment to European officials, who are currently revising their own
cyberdefenses. A leading expert on hacking believes that if the U.S. can’t take a

threat seriously, it’s “not a good sign for the rest of the world.” The U.S. has
managed to keep its vital infrastructure under the control of “the traditional energy

industry,” which, despite the massive growth of
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